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1 Introduction

Organizations face the problem to match individuals with the job in which they are

most productive and to provide them with incentives. In practice one observes that job

assignments are often used to motivate employees – leading to an inefficient allocation

of employees to jobs. This seems puzzling to economists: why do firms not separate

the two roles and leave the provision of incentives to pay-for-performance schemes? We

show in a simple moral hazard model that this is not possible, even if the principal and

the agent can write a complete incentive contract: a static trade-off between incentive

provision and efficient assignment leads to inefficient job assignments.

To develop this trade-off we employ a simple moral hazard model. A risk neutral principal

needs to assign a risk neutral and wealth constrained agent to one of two jobs (a high

ability and a low ability one). The probability that the agent succeeds in producing a

high output depends in each job on his (known) ability and his effort (high or low). To

derive further implications, we later extend the model to allow for continuous effort.

The optimal job assignment depends on the strength of two effects. On the one hand,

the agent’s ability determines in which of the two jobs his success probability is higher,

say the low ability one. On the other hand, placing the agent in the high ability job

reduces the cost of implementing a given effort level, if the output in this job is more

informative about his effort than output in the low ability job: seeing a low ability agent

succeed in the demanding high ability job indicates that he worked really hard. If the

principal placed the agent instead in the low ability job, success would be quite likely

even without effort. And this makes it costly to get the agent to work hard. Overall, for

intermediate ability levels, the reduction in the cost of incentives outweighs the negative

effect of a reduced success probability. This creates a distortion in the job assignment

decision.

We discuss how these findings help understand inefficiencies in promotion policies. Pro-

motions often place employees into jobs for which they are less well suited than for the

previously held position. Nevertheless, demotions are rare in practice.1 The former is not

surprising – mistakes can happen. The latter, however, is puzzling: why do organizations

not correct ‘wrong’ promotion decisions? Put differently, why do some employees rise

to their “level of incompetence” and then remain at that hierarchy level, a phenomenon

known as the Peter Principle (Peter and Hull 1969)? Our model can help explain this

puzzle because job assignments are a crucial aspect of promotion policies. For agents

who start their career in an entry level job, the principal at some point faces a decision

whether or not to promote them to a job further up in the hierarchy that requires a higher

ability level. This decision is thus similar to the static job assignment problem above.

1For references to empirical studies documenting this see Section 3.
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And because jobs further up in the hierarchy are typically more informative about effort

than lower hierarchy ones (e.g. Baker et al. 1994, Maskin et al. 2000, Ortega 2003),

the model predicts that some individuals are promoted even though they would produce

more if they remained in their previous job. Such a decision hence is not a mistake,

but optimal: the promotion allows extracting more effort from the agent than he would

be willing to provide for the same earnings in the lower level job. As a consequence,

employees moving up the career ladder may earn more only because they have to work

harder. Furthermore, our results help understand why a promotion is commonly viewed

as a desirable career move but why, at the same time, not everyone who is promoted

is as happy as he would be if he could stay in his old job (sometimes referred to as

overpromotion). Most workers are better off with a promotion than without. But those

at the bottom end of the ability distribution in the higher level job have to put in extra

effort to outweigh their lack in talent. This makes them less happy than they would be

if they could stay in their old job.

The paper is structured as follows. After discussing the related literature we introduce

the static job assignment model in Section 2. Section 3 analyzes promotions and the

Peter Principle. The final section discusses our findings and concludes. All proofs are in

the appendix.

Related Literature

The large literature on careers and incentives in organizations emphasizes two roles of

job assignment and promotion decisions. First, learning about the abilities of employees

drives the allocation policy. Firms initially place individuals in jobs where they can do

little harm. Those who prove to be able are then promoted to positions that require a

higher level of ability. Second, promotions are a source of incentives.2

This literature identifies several reasons for distortions in job assignments. The princi-

pal may want to distort job assignments to influence the information about employees’

abilities she herself (e.g. Meyer 1991) or outsiders receive (e.g. Waldman 1984a, Ricart i

Costa 1988, Bernhardt 1995), or what is revealed to an employee about his own ability

(Ishida 2006, Nafziger 2007). If job assignment decisions need to be delegated, distor-

tions may also arise because of the additional agency layer (Carmichael 1988, Baliga and

Sjöström 2001, Fairburn and Malcomson 2001, Carrillo 2003, Friebel and Raith 2004).

2For an excellent survey of the literature see Gibbons and Waldman (1999a). Examples for the first

strand are: Prescott and Visscher (1980), O’Flaherty and Siow (1992), and Valsecchi (2003); examples

for the second strand are: Lazear and Rosen (1981), Malcomson (1984), Rosen (1986), and MacLeod

and Malcomson (1988).
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When asking about the reasons for distortions in job assignments, the literature tries to

address two puzzles. First, why can the role of matching individuals with jobs and that

of providing incentives not be separated; leaving the former to job assignment decisions

and the latter to pay-for-performance schemes (Baker et al. 1988)? Explanations for this

are based on contractual imperfections: for example, performance is not verifiable (e.g.

Malcomson 1984), or some aspects of performance – such as human capital accumulation

– are not contractible (e.g. Prendergast 1993, Kwon 2006).

Second, why are demotions so rare – even though many employees turn out to be less

productive in their job than they would be in their former position? Lazear (2004)

offers an explanation for this so-called Peter Principle based on temporary shocks to

productivity. A promotion means that a worker has delivered a high measurable output,

which is the sum of permanent and transitory components. Because of regression to the

mean of the temporary productivity shocks, output declines on average after a promo-

tion. Bernhardt (1995) and Faria (2000) formalize an idea from Peter and Hull (1969):

promotion is based on the performance in one task (say as a laborer), but the skills

required in the new task (say as a manager) may be quite different. While on average

a more able laborer is also likely to be a better manager, such a laborer may turn out

to be a failure as a manager once promoted. If there is asymmetric information about

employee abilities, the employer may however refrain from demotions because she has

to pay a bonus to retain a demoted worker (Bernhardt 1995). Fairburn and Malcomson

(2001) include incentive considerations, and assume that workers can sway the perfor-

mance evaluation of their supervisors with bribes. This makes incentive pay ineffective

for the principal: supervisors and their workers would simply collude to extract high

wages without any effort in return. Making workers’ pay contingent on their job, and

managers’ pay contingent on the firm’s profits, aligns managers’ interests more closely

with those of the firm’s owners: promoting a very untalented worker reduces profits,

and thus reduces the supervisor’s pay by more than what the supervisor could gain by

extracting a bribe. Still, some workers close to the efficient promotion threshold are

promoted even though they should not be.

Our approach is complementary to this. We start from assumptions that are most

favorable to avoiding inefficiencies in promotion decisions: there is no uncertainty about

the agent’s ability and complete contracts are possible. We show that nevertheless a

principal would not adopt an efficient job assignment policy. And she may promote

some workers to a higher level task at which they are less productive than they would

be in their previously held position. Our results thus contribute to understanding both

puzzles referred to earlier: even with complete contracts job assignment and incentive

provision need not be separable; and the absence of demotions may to some extent reflect

that inefficient promotion decisions are optimal for the principal.
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From a theoretical point of view, our model is most closely related to Robbins and Sarath

(1998). They show in a setting with a risk averse agent that the principal may not

always want to choose the output system that generates the highest revenue. Different

output systems vary in how informative they are about the agent’s effort. While a more

informative system has a lower implementation cost, it need not be the one that also

creates a higher revenue. Output systems in their paper correspond in our setting to

agents with different abilities in the two jobs. Our model with a risk neutral agent who is

protected by limited liability allows us to look at a continuum of output systems, rather

than only two systems as in Robbins and Sarath (1998). This enables us to show how

inefficient job assignments may emerge even in a complete contracting setting, and how

this can help understand the Peter Principle.

2 The static job assignment model

2.1 The model

A risk neutral principal (‘she’) needs to assign an agent (‘he’) to one of two jobs, j ∈
{l, h}. He is protected by limited liability and has a reservation utility of zero. In each

job he produces a verifiable and observable output. Output can either be high (revenue

for the principal normalized to 1) – or low (revenue normalized to 0). The probability

of high output, fj(e, θ), depends on the job j ∈ {l, h}, the agent’s ability θ ∈ [θ, θ̄],

and his effort e ∈ {e, ē}. We assume that f(·, θ) is twice continuously differentiable in

θ (subscript θ denotes the partial derivative with respect to θ), and that higher effort

leads to a higher success probability, i.e. fj(ē, θ) > fj(e, θ) ∀ θ. The utility cost of effort

is c if the agent provides high effort and zero otherwise.

Job l is the low ability job: it entails ‘safe’ tasks, where a low ability agent can do no

harm because the success probability is insensitive to ability. Hence, we simplify notation

to fl(e) ≡ fl(e, θ) hereafter. Job h is the high ability job: expected output increases with

higher ability, and the impact of ability on output also (weakly) increases with effort (i.e.

ability and effort are weak complements). This is captured by the following sensitivity

to ability (SA) assumption:

0 = fl θ(e, θ) = fl θ(ē, θ) < fh θ(e, θ) ≤ fh θ(ē, θ). (SA)

Additionally, we assume that for a given effort, an agent with the highest ability level

(θ̄) is most productive in job h, and an agent with the lowest ability level (θ) is most

productive in job l. The following single crossing (SC) property expresses this formally:

fh(e, θ) < fl(e, θ) and fl(e, θ̄) < fh(e, θ̄) for e ∈ {e, ē}. (SC)
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Figure 1: Single crossing property with equal efforts in the two jobs

[fh(e, θ) = qh(e) + θ, qh(ē) = 0.4, qh(e) = 0; fl(e) = ql(e), ql(ē) = 0.7, ql(e) = 0.35]

Together with condition (SA) this implies that for e ∈ {e, ē} there exists a unique thresh-

old θ̂(e, e) such that all types with θ ≥ θ̂(e, e) have a higher success probability in job h

than in job l, and all types with θ < θ̂(e, e) have a lower one. Figure 1 illustrates this,

and also shows that the success probability functions for the two jobs need not cross for

unequal effort levels. Thus, our single crossing property is weaker than the standard one,

which would require the two functions to cross once for every pair of equal or unequal

effort levels across jobs.

The timing is as follows. At the beginning of the period the principal offers a contract

specifying the job j ∈ {l, h} and an output-contingent wage scheme. The latter fixes

a wage w̄j after a high output and wj after a low one. Both the principal and the

agent know the agent’s ability θ ∈ [θ, θ̄]. If the agent accepts the contract, he provides

unobservable effort e ∈ {e, ē}. At the end of the period output and payoffs realize: the

principal receives the revenue net of the wage to the agent; the agent receives utility

equal to the wage less his effort cost. If the agent rejects the contract, the game ends

with zero payoffs for all players.

2.2 Observable effort (first best)

As a benchmark, we first derive the job assignment rule for the case where the principal

can observe the agent’s effort. Here she simply compensates him for his effort cost, i.e.
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she pays him in each job a constant wage of c if he works hard and zero otherwise. Thus,

given job j and type θ her expected profit is either ΠFB
j (ē, θ) = fj(ē, θ)−c for high effort

or ΠFB
j (e, θ) = fj(e, θ) for low effort. To make the second-best problem interesting, we

assume that first-best profits for high effort are larger than the ones for low effort:

Assumption 1 High effort is efficient in both jobs, i.e.

fj(ē, θ)− fj(e, θ) > c, j = l, h, ∀θ ∈ [θ, θ̄].

What is the optimal job assignment rule given Assumption 1? The principal places an

agent with type θ to job h if and only if the maximized profit in job h is higher than in

job l. Because implementing high effort costs c in both jobs, this is the case if and only

if fh(ē, θ) ≥ fl(ē). This shows that the first-best job assignment rule places the agent in

the job where he is most productive: job h if θ ≥ θFB = θ̂(ē, ē) and job l otherwise.

2.3 Unobservable effort (second best)

This section analyzes the main model, where the principal cannot observe the effort

choice of the agent. The problem she faces is now not only to assign the agent to a job,

but also to design an appropriate incentive scheme that makes it optimal for the agent

to provide the effort she desires. To solve this, we apply for each job separately the usual

two-step procedure for moral hazard problems. First, for a given effort level e, we find

the cost minimizing wage scheme that implements e in job j. Second, given these wage

schemes, we maximize profits with respect to effort. In a third step we then determine

the profit maximizing job assignment rule.

2.3.1 The incentive scheme

Consider the first part of the problem. If the principal wants to implement high effort,

she minimizes the expected wage bill

fj(ē, θ) w̄j + [1− fj(ē, θ)] wj, (1)

taking into account that wj, w̄j ≥ 0 (the limited liability constraint), that the agent’s

expected utility must be larger than his reservation utility of zero (the participation

constraint) and that it must be optimal for him to provide high effort. The latter is the

case if the following incentive constraint is satisfied:

[fj(ē, θ)− fj(e, θ)] (w̄j − wj) ≥ c, (2)

Because of limited liability the agent can guarantee at least his reservation utility of zero

simply by providing low effort. Thus, the participation constraint does not bind and
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the wage after a failure is zero. The wage after a success is set to make the incentive

constraint bind: w̄j = c
fj(ē,θ)−fj(e,θ)

. Hence, the principal can only get the agent to exert

effort by leaving him a rent in addition to compensating him for the effort cost c. The

expected profit from assigning an agent with type θ to job j and implementing high

effort thus is

ΠSB
j (ē, θ) = fj(ē, θ)− Cj(ē, θ), Cj(ē, θ) =

fj(ē, θ)

fj(ē, θ)− fj(e, θ)
c, (3)

where Cj(ē, θ) is the expected wage payment, to which we refer in the following as the

implementation cost.

As we have seen above, a spread between the wage after success and failure is needed

to make the agent work hard. If these wages are equal the agent always provides low

effort. Thus, to implement e the principal sets wj = w̄j = 0, resulting in expected profit

ΠSB
j (e, θ) = fj(e, θ).

We can now consider the second part of the principal’s problem. It is optimal to im-

plement high effort in job j if and only if ΠSB
j (ē, θ) ≥ ΠSB

j (e, θ). Rearranging gives the

following condition:

[fj(ē, θ)− fj(e, θ)]
2 ≥ fj(ē, θ) c. (Condition 1)

If this fails to hold the principal distorts downward the implemented effort to save on

implementation costs. As the job assignment rule is sensitive to effort, it would not be

surprising if such a distortion lead to inefficient assignments. For the moment we there-

fore want to focus on the case where no such distortion of effort occurs, i.e. Condition 1

is satisfied for both jobs and for all types θ ∈ [θ, θ̄]. This enables us to show that ineffi-

ciencies in the job assignment rule under moral hazard are not an artefact of inefficient

effort choices.

2.3.2 Job assignments given high effort in both jobs

In this section we characterize the job assignment rule that the principal adopts if she

wants to implement high effort in both jobs. We can describe this rule by ability level(s)

θSB for which ΠSB
h

(
ē, θSB

)
− ΠSB

l (ē) = 0 holds. To characterize these threshold(s)

further, we first have to look more closely at the behavior of the profit functions (and

their difference) in θ. While for job l this is clear – profits do not depend on θ – there

are two potentially opposing effects in job h. On the one hand, a higher θ increases the

expected output, but on the other hand, there may be a negative effect on implementation

costs. The following lemma shows that the first effect always dominates, and thus profits

in job h and the difference in profits across jobs increase with the agent’s ability:
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Lemma 1 Suppose Condition 1 holds for θ ∈ [θ, θ̄], then

(a) d
d θ

ΠSB
h (ē, θ) > 0,

(b) d
d θ

[
ΠSB

h (ē, θ)− ΠSB
l (e, θ)

]
> 0 for e ∈ {e, ē}.

From Lemma 1 it follows that there is a unique threshold θSB. Now, is θSB lower or

higher than the first-best threshold θFB? This relies on whether ΠSB
h

(
ē, θFB

)
−ΠSB

l (ē)

is positive or negative. In contrast to the first-best setting, the profit difference depends

not only on the difference in expected revenues, but also on the effect that the job

assignment has on the cost of implementing high effort. Consider first the expected

revenue part. At ability level θFB = θ̂(ē, ē) the job assignment does not change the

expected revenue, because the agent is equally productive in both jobs if he works hard.

Hence, the above profit difference is simply the difference in implementation costs. Using

Equation (3), it follows that the implementation costs are lower when assigning an agent

with ability θFB to job h rather than to job l if and only if fh

(
e, θFB

)
< fl(e). Under

this condition, high effort in job h raises the success probability of the project more than

in job l: fh

(
ē, θFB

)
− fh

(
e, θFB

)
> fl(ē) − fl(e), because fl(ē) = fh

(
ē, θFB

)
. Thus, a

relatively low ability agent who wanted to shirk would have a harder time hiding this in

job h than in the low ability job l. In that sense, the principal can put such an agent to

a harder test by placing him in the more demanding job h: success in the high ability

job is a sign that he must have worked really hard. And this makes it is less costly to

provide incentives in job h.

Stated differently, the principal can be more confident that the agent worked hard, and

did not just rely on his good fortune, when success is the outcome of a ‘hard’ test

rather than that of an ‘easy’ test. To see this more formally, note that the condition

fh

(
e, θFB

)
< fl(e) implies the following relation of likelihood ratios:

fh

(
ē, θFB

)
fh (e, θFB)

>
fl(ē)

fl(e)
. (4)

Each ratio reflects how likely it is after observing high output in a particular job that

the agent provided effort ē instead of e. According to Equation (4) it is more likely in

job h than l that high output of an agent with ability θFB was the result of hard work.

As Demougin and Fluet (1998) show, such a comparison of likelihood ratios in the high

output state is an appropriate criterion for ranking different information systems for risk

neutral agents that are protected by limited liability. And thus – because an information

system corresponds here to a type-job combination – Equation (4) translates to job h

being more informative about effort than job l for an agent with ability θFB.3

3Note that this definition of informativeness differs slightly from those proposed for the case of risk

averse agents with unlimited liability, where the whole likelihood ratio distribution matters (Grossman
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We summarize in the following proposition:

Proposition 1 Suppose Condition 1 holds for jobs j = l, h and θ ∈ [θ, θ̄]. Then

θSB < θFB = θ̂(ē, ē) if and only if

fh

(
e, θ̂(ē, ē)

)
< fl(e), (Condition 2)

where θSB and θFB are the thresholds for assignment to the high ability job h in the

principal’s second- and first-best job assignment rules, respectively.

The result is not driven by the well known downward distortion of effort that can arise in

moral hazard problems: in the setting above, job assignments are inefficient even though

the principal implements the efficient effort level in all of the jobs. The next section

turns to job assignments when there are distortions in effort levels.

2.3.3 Job assignments given distorted effort levels

This section discusses the additional effects that a distortion of effort has on the job

assignment rule. To illustrate these we assume that Condition 1 is always violated for

job l, so eSB
l = e. Moreover, we assume that Condition 2 holds.

Suppose first that in job h Condition 1 is also violated for all ability levels. As the

principal implements low effort in both jobs, no incentives are needed. Thus, the job

assignment problem reduces to maximizing the expected revenue fj(e, θ), resulting in

threshold θSB = θ̂(e, e) > θFB = θ̂(ē, ē). The downward distortion of effort pushes the

threshold for assignment to the high ability job above the first-best level. This is the

exact opposite of the case considered in Section 2.3.2, where no distortion of effort occurs

in either job. There the assignment to job h leads to an implementation cost saving effect

that pulls the threshold below the first-best level.

For intermediate cases, both forces are at work. Suppose now that for job h Condition 1

holds for all θ.4 As no incentives are needed in job l, placing the agent into job h cannot

lead to cost savings. But it is cheaper to implement high effort in job h than it would be

in job l. Hence, assigning the agent to job h and then implementing high effort might be

worthwhile. For this reason the job assignment threshold θSB may be lower than θ̂(e, e).

In sum, θSB lies between the job assignment threshold from Proposition 1 and θ̂(e, e).

Is it still possible that θSB is lower than θFB? The only reason for placing an agent

into job h – even though he would be more productive in the low ability job l – is to

and Hart 1983, Kim 1995, Jewitt 2006). The difference stems from the fact that for risk neutral agents

there is no cost of concentrating rewards in one state. Because the wage after low output is zero, there

is no need to ‘estimate’ the agent’s effort in the failure state.
4Dropping the qualifier “for all θ”, implies that multiple thresholds are possible. Then θSB in the

results below is the lowest threshold for assigning the agent to job h (see the proof in the appendix).
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implement high effort. When does this pay off for the principal? Assigning the agent to

the higher level job and implementing high effort increases output by fh (ē, θ) − fl(e).

This has to outweigh the increase in wage costs of Ch (ē, θ). Hence, if there is a strict

gain in profit from assigning an agent with ability θFB to job h, we know that θSB < θFB.

This is summarized in the next proposition:

Proposition 2 Suppose Condition 1 is violated for job l and Condition 2 holds. Then,

(a) θSB ≤ θ̂(e, e), and θSB is higher than it would be if eSB
1 (θ) = eSB

2 = eH ∀ θ;

(b) θSB < θFB if and only if

fh

(
ē, θFB

)
− fl(e) > Ch

(
ē, θFB

)
. (Condition 3)

3 Promotions and the Peter Principle

As job assignments are a crucial aspect of promotions in organizations, our previous

results can help understand a puzzling empirical regularity related to promotion deci-

sions: the Peter Principle. Even though employees are often placed in jobs for which

they are less well suited than for their previously held position, demotions are rare. For

example, Baker et al. (1994a, 1994b), Gibbs and Hendricks (2004), Treble et al. (2001)

and Lin (2005) find demotion rates of less than 1 percent; and Chiappori et al. (1999)

do not even observe a single demotion in their study covering 15 years of data from a

large French state-owned firm.5 The purpose of this section is to show that the static

trade-off from the job assignment model offers a simple explanation for why firms only

rarely correct what appears at first glance to be a botched promotion: an organization

may deliberately place an employee into a job for which he is less talented than for the

lower hierarchy level one.

3.1 Applying the model to promotion decisions

Promotion policies have two components. First, a static one that says how the firm

assigns agents in a given period to lower and higher level jobs in the hierarchy. Second,

a dynamic component that governs how job assignments vary over time for a given

agent. We will first describe how our setup can capture properties of different jobs

in a hierarchy, and then argue how to give the model a dynamic interpretation. We

deliberately do not add additional dynamic trade-offs to the model. This makes clear

that the Peter Principle may arise even if the principal has no desire to manipulate the

agent’s first-period incentives.

5An exception are the high demotion rates reported in Seltzer and Merrett’s (2000) study of the 19th

century Union Bank of Australia.
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3.1.1 Properties of jobs in a hierarchy

Typically, jobs further up in the hierarchy of an organization require a high ability.

Less able individuals should be employed in lower level jobs, where the consequences of

their actions are less severe (e.g. Calvo and Wellisz 1979, Rosen 1982, Waldman 1984b).

Properties that jobs h and l satisfy. Moreover, empirical evidence suggests that higher

level jobs are likely to be more informative about an employee’s effort (Maskin et al.

2000, Ortega 2003). Baker et al. (1994, p. 1127) provide a succinct illustration of this

notion: “ [. . .] market-adjusted stock-price performance may be a useful measure of a

CEO’s contribution but typically is an extremely noisy measure of the contributions of

lower-level employees.” In our model this is in line with Condition 2, which states that

job h is locally more informative than job l.

3.1.2 The dynamic component

Promotion policies govern how job assignments vary over time for a given agent. Our

model can be given such a dynamic interpretation by adding a first period and the two

features described in the following. Workers do not start their careers at the top of the

hierarchy: job l is the entry level job in the two-period model (Feature 1). Distortions

in the promotion decision arise in our model because the principal wants to change the

agent’s incentives in the second period; first-period incentives do not drive results. This

point can be made most clearly in a setting where the agent simply earns a fixed wage

in the first work period. We therefore assume that an unexperienced agent’s effort does

not increase revenue much, so that the principal simply implements low effort in the

first work period (Feature 2). Letting gj denote the success probability function for an

unexperienced agent in job j, Feature 2 can be captured by having gj(e, θ) = gj(ē, θ).

Feature 1 can be modeled by assuming that the agent’s ability is initially unknown and

that its expected value is sufficiently low so that he should start in the low ability job:6

gl(e) ≥ E [gh(e, θ)]. During the first period the agent’s ability is revealed to the principal

and the agent, so the promotion decision in the second work period mirrors the static

job assignment problem from Section 2. The second-period success probability fj(e, θ)

differs from the first-period success probability because of learning by doing.

3.2 The Peter Principle

The Peter Principle says that some employees are promoted to their “level of incom-

petence” and then remain at that hierarchy level (Peter and Hull 1969). It refers to

6For example, E[θ] < θ̂g(e, e) and gh θθ(e, θ) ≤ 0 would be sufficient for this, where θ̂g(e, e) is the

crossing point of the expected output functions: gl(e) = gh

(
e, θ̂g(e, e)

)
.
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cases where the agent produces less after promotion to a higher level job than if he were

reassigned to the former job. Simply comparing actual expected outputs would be mis-

leading, however: output could simply rise because the agent works more – hiding the

fact that he is untalented for his new job. In our context we therefore compare outputs

at the same effort level, and adopt the following definition.7

Definition 1 The Peter Principle holds for an agent with ability θ who is promoted to

job h, in which he exerts effort e, if fh(e, θ) < fl(e, θ).

To give conditions for the Peter Principle to hold we can draw on our earlier analysis.

Corollary 1

1. Suppose Condition 1 holds for j = l, h, ∀ θ ∈ [θ, θ̄], and Condition 2 is satisfied.

Then, the Peter Principle is valid for those at the bottom of the ability range in

job h: an agent with ability θ ∈ [θSB, θFB) is promoted to job h even though

fh(ē, θ) < fl(ē).

2. Suppose that Condition 1 fails to hold for job l (i.e. eSB
l = e) and Condition 2 is

satisfied.

(a) The Peter Principle arises for θ ∈ [θSB, θFB) if and only if Condition 3 holds.

(b) If Condition 3 is not satisfied, the Peter Principle does not arise for any

θ ∈ [θ, θ̄].

Part 1 shows that the Peter Principle may hold for an agent placed in job h, even though

the principal is perfectly aware of the fact that he would produce a higher expected

output in the lower level job l. Promoting somebody “to his level of incompetence”

thus is an optimal policy for the principal and not a mistake. Part 2 shows that the

Peter Principle can arise also when there is a distortion of effort. How can the principal

then gain from promoting an agent “to his level of incompetence”? While in job l it

is too expensive to get the agent to work hard, placing him in the higher level job h

may make this worthwhile, as output is more informative about effort. Only if the lower

implementation cost for high effort cannot outweigh the agent’s lack in talent, the Peter

Principle does not arise. But a ‘reverse’ Peter Principle does not arise either, even in

this case where the promotion threshold is above the first-best level θFB: the agent is

more productive in the lower level job than he would be if placed in the higher level job

and also putting in low effort only.

7Our definition refines that used in the literature, as extant models do not capture the possibility of

the agent working harder than he would if he were reassigned to the previous job.
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3.3 Empirical implications

As we have shown above, what matters for the job assignment is how informative the

different jobs in the hierarchy are about the effort of an agent. This tells the principal

how she should assign the agent to get him to provide a given effort level at lowest cost.

The principal may, however, not want to implement the same effort level in both jobs.

We saw that in this case a promotion may get the agent to put in more effort than if he

were simply reassigned to the previous job. Our two-effort model allowed understanding

separately these effects of informativeness and distortions in effort choices. This, however,

came at the cost of not having much flexibility in varying effort levels in and across jobs:

the agent either provides the same effort in both jobs, or high effort in one and low effort

in the other. The purpose of this section is to move beyond the two-effort setting and

derive broader empirical implications. Doing so requires choosing a specific functional

form to obtain closed form solutions for the optimal effort levels. We adopt the following

specification: fl(e, θ) = α e, fh(e, θ) = max {α e θ − k, 0} and c(e) = e2/2, with the

parameter bounds given in Appendix B to ensure internal solutions.8

The ‘warm up’ cost k ≥ 0 for the more complex job h allows varying the difference in

informativeness of output across jobs. Analogous to the two-effort case, the continuous

version of the likelihood ratio captures how informative output in job j ∈ {l, h} is about

effort: rj(e, θ) =
∂
∂ e

fj(e,θ)

fj(e,θ)
. In our setup, the inverse likelihood ratios across jobs have a

simple relation: 1
rh(e,θ)

= 1
rl(e,θ)

− k
α θ

. So at k = 0 both jobs are equally informative about

effort. With increasing k, job h becomes more informative about effort relative to job

l. Similarly, a higher ability in job h implies that the output becomes less informative.

The intuition is that a very able agent might succeed even without providing much effort

compared to a less able agent in the same job.

3.3.1 Optimal effort levels and promotion thresholds

We first discuss the properties of the optimal effort levels. The first-best effort levels

are given by eFB
l = α and eFB

h (θ) = α θ. In each job we observe the usual downward

distortion of effort. The second-best effort level in job l is half of the first-best one:

eSB
l = 0.5 eFB

l . Comparing this to job h, where eSB
h (θ) = 0.5

(
eFB

h (θ) + k
α θ

)
, one sees

that the distortion relative to the first-best level is smaller than in job l, and decreases

with a more informative output (higher k). For k = 0 the relative distortion of effort is

equal for both jobs.

Knowing the optimal effort levels allows us to derive the optimal promotion thresholds.

These are given by θFB ≡
√

1 + 8 k and θSB ≡ 1+
√

1+16 k
2

, respectively. Again it is

8We focus here on the implications of the model as well as the links to previous results, and relegate

derivations to Appendix B.
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Figure 2: Second-best versus efficient promotion threshold

interesting to see how the difference between first- and second-best thresholds varies

with the informativeness parameter k. For k = 0 the second-best promotion threshold is

efficient: as both jobs are equally informative about effort there is no relative distortion

of effort. Hence, the principal cannot gain by moving away from the efficient promotion

threshold. This is similar to the case in the two-effort model where the agent works

hard in both jobs (effort is constant across jobs) and likelihood ratios are equal (both

jobs are equally informative). Once the jobs differ in how informative about effort they

are, the picture changes: for k > 0 we have θSB < θFB. Figure 2 illustrates this. The

gap between first- and second-best promotion thresholds increases in k. The greater k,

the greater the relative distortion of effort levels across jobs, and thus the greater the

distortion in the job assignment.

3.3.2 Expected output and the Peter Principle

What happens to expected output? Figure 3 shows that an agent promoted to the higher

level job produces more than an agent who remains in job l. This however stems from

the fact that the agent is made to work harder in job h than he would work if he were

assigned instead to job l: comparing the output in job h with the output the agent would

produce in job l when providing the same effort, shows that the Peter Principle emerges

(see Figure 4). For ability levels close to the threshold θSB, the agent would be more

productive with his effort if he remained in job l instead of being promoted to job h.
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Figure 3: Expected output

Figure 4: The Peter Principle
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Figure 5: Expected earnings and cost saving effect (θ = θSB)

What drives the Peter Principle are the two effects that we encountered earlier. First,

because output in the higher level job is more informative about the agent’s effort,

the principal can save on costs for implementing a given level of effort by lowering the

promotion threshold relative to the first-best one (similar to the case in the two-effort

model where the principal implements high effort in both jobs).

Second, these savings allow the principal to get the agent to exert extra effort, which

drives up expected output despite the Peter Principle (similar to the case in the two-

effort model where the principal implements low effort in job l and high effort in job h).

Figure 5 illustrates the cost saving effect. Panel (a) shows that an agent who is just at

the promotion threshold (ability equal to θSB) earns more than he would if he remained

in the lower level job – and the difference widens the more informative job h is relative

to job l (higher k). If however the principal wanted to have the agent work as hard in

the lower level job as he does in the new job h, she would need to pay him much more,

as shown in Panel (b).

3.3.3 The profile of expected earnings and the agent’s well being

A more able agent can expect to earn more than a less able colleague, both within the

higher level job and across jobs (see Panel (a) of Figure 6). As higher earnings are the

result of harder work, the agent, however, is not necessarily happier than he would be if

he could remain in his old job: Panel (b) of Figure 6 shows that for ability levels close to

the promotion threshold, an agent promoted to job h enjoys lower rents than he would

in job l. The expected utility then increases with higher θ and soon exceeds that from
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Figure 6: Expected wage and expected utility (k = 1/32)

working in the lower level job.

This is in line with the commonly expressed view that a promotion is a desirable career

move: expected utility increases for most ability levels in job h. But the model also

offers an explanation for why not everyone who is promoted is as happy as he would be

if he could stay in his old job. Those at the bottom end of the earnings distribution in

the higher level job are kept on toes because they are not sufficiently talented for the

new position: to make up for their (slight) lack in talent they have to work harder than

they would in their old job for the same expected earnings. Indeed, “overpromotion”

has been identified as one of the factors causing stress at the workplace (e.g. Cooper and

Marshall 1976, Murphy 1995).9

4 Discussion and concluding remarks

Our model with complete contracts showed that an organization may find it optimal to

promote an employee even if this leads to a reduction in output (the Peter Principle).

It thus provides a simple explanation for why firms only rarely correct what appears

at first glance to be a botched promotion: an organization may deliberately place an

employee into a job for which he is less talented than for the lower hierarchy level one.

The reason is simple. Such a promotion decision makes it cheaper to induce hard work:

9A person is overpromoted when he “has reached the peak of his abilities with little possibility of

further development and is given responsibility exceeding his capacity” (Cooper and Marshall 1976,

p.18)
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facing a more challenging job, the employee has to make up for his lack in talent by

exerting more effort than he would in his old job for the same compensation. In other

words, the promotion policy complements the wage policy as a tool to reduce the rents

that employees enjoy because of moral hazard problems in the organization.

The mechanism at work is essentially a static one: the job assignment decision in one

period affects the contemporaneous cost of providing incentives. This alone is sufficient

to create inefficiencies in the assignment policy. To not obscure this, we deliberately

kept the promotion model simple. Nevertheless, the predictions are in line with several

stylized facts. First, they offer an explanation for the empirical puzzle why organizations

appear not to reverse promotion decisions, even when the employee is less productive

than he would be in the former job. Second, it shows that employees moving up the

career ladder may earn more only because they have to work harder than they would

in their old jobs for the same pay – something that has not been modeled before, to

our knowledge. Third, the setup shows that a promotion can be a good thing for most

workers, but at the same time reduce the rents enjoyed by the least able workers in a

hierarchy level. Because the latter have to put in extra effort to outweigh their lack in

talent, they are less happy than they would be if they could stay in their old job – a

phenomenon that the literature on workplace stress refers to as “overpromotion” (e.g.

Cooper and Marshall 1976, Murphy 1995). One may wonder why people do not refuse

to be overpromoted. But turning down a promotion may be difficult and costly. For

example, the US Federal Circuit recently upheld the dismissal of a general attorney in the

Los Angeles office of the Small Business Administration for rejecting a promotion.10 Even

when the penalties are less severe, people may accept their role for reasons of prestige,

as illustrated by the following case: “a man in his early fifties had been overpromoted,

but held on to his job because, as he put it, ‘of the status and authority of the role’”

(Erskine and Brook 1971, p.55). Enriching the model with such concerns for status (see

e.g. the model of Auriol and Renault 2007) seems to be an interesting direction for

future research.

Clearly, there are many facets of careers in organizations that our simple model does

not capture – indeed no single promotion model does a fully satisfactory job at this. In

the spirit of Gibbons and Waldman’s (1999b, 2006) integrated models, our framework

can be enriched with other elements that help explain additional features of careers

in organizations. For example, the effective ability of an agent may vary with tenure

t in the organization: ρt(θ). Or the expected output in a job may directly depend

on the agent’s experience. Taken together, the success probability may be written as

fj(e, ρt(θ), t). This general formulation can capture learning by doing and human capital

10Robinson v. Small Business Administration, U.S.C.A.F.C. No. 06-3065, 5/4/06.
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accumulation: one possibility is that the productivity of an agent increases over time,

fj(e, ρ, t + 1) > fj(e, ρ, t); or ability may increase with experience ρt+1(θ) > ρt(θ). The

model then can also encompass learning about the ability of an agent, if ρt(θ) is thought

of as the expected ability given the information available.11 Developing this more fully

however is beyond the scope of our paper.

11Note that in our model we would have ρ0(θ) = E[θ] and ρt(θ) = θ.
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Appendix

A Proofs

Proof of Lemma 1.

d

d θ
ΠSB

h θ (ē) = fh θ(ē, θ)− Ch θ(θ) = fh θ(ē, θ)−
fh(ē, θ) fh θ(e, θ)− fh(e, θ) fh θ(ē, θ)

[fh(ē, θ)− fh(e, θ)]
2 c

> fh θ(ē, θ)−
fh(ē, θ) fh θ(e, θ)

[fh(ē, θ)− fh(e, θ)]
2 c > 0,

as fh θ(ē, θ) ≥ fh θ(e, θ) (Assumption SA) and [fh(ē, θ)− fh(e, θ)]
2 > fh(ē, θ) c

(Condition 1). This shows Part (a). Part (b) follows immediately.

Proof of Proposition 1.

ΠSB
h (ē, θFB)− ΠSB

l (ē) > 0 ⇔ fh(ē, θ
FB)− Ch(ē, θ

FB) > fl(ē)− Cl(ē)

⇔ Ch(ē, θ
FB) < Cl(ē) ⇔ fh(ē, θ

FB)− fh(e, θ
FB) > fl(ē)− fl(e)

⇔ fh(e, θ
FB) < fl(e),

using repeatedly fh(ē, θ
FB) = fl(ē), as θFB = θ̂(ē, ē). The resulting inequality

fh(e, θ
FB) < fl(e) implies that θ̂(ē, ē) < θ̂(e, e). The rest follows because the profit

difference is strictly increasing in θ (Lemma 1).

Proof of Proposition 2.

Part (a): Suppose that high effort was implemented in both jobs and denote by θ̃ the

ability level where expected profits in jobs h and l would be equalized: ΠSB
h

(
ē, θ̃

)
=

ΠSB
l (ē) (these are not the maximized second-best profit levels, as implementing high

effort is not optimal in job l and may not be in job h either). From the proof of

Proposition 1 we know that θ̃ < θFB = θ̂(ē, ē) < θ̂(e, e).

Denote by θSB the lowest threshold for assigning the agent to the high ability job.

We now show that θSB ∈
(
θ̃, θ̂(e, e)

]
. Given that Condition 1 does not hold for job l,

ΠSB
l (e) = fl(e) > ΠSB

l (ē) = fl(ē)−Cl(ē). Suppose first that Condition 1 does not hold for

any θ ≤ θ̂(e, e) in job h (but possibly for higher values). Then because fh (e, θ) < fl(e) for

θ < θ̂(e, e) and fh (e, θ) ≥ fl(e) for θ ≥ θ̂(e, e) it follows immediately that θSB = θ̂(e, e).

Suppose now that Condition 1 holds for θ ≥ θ̃ in job h (and possibly also for lower

values). Then, for these ability levels θ we have ΠSB
h (ē, θ) > ΠSB

h (e, θ) and ΠSB
h θ (ē, θ) > 0

(Lemma 1). Because Condition 1 does not hold for job l, ΠSB
l (e) > ΠSB

l (ē) = ΠSB
h

(
ē, θ̃

)
,

and it follows that θSB > θ̃. Moreover, ΠSB
h

(
ē, θ̂(e, e)

)
> ΠSB

h

(
e, θ̂(e, e)

)
= ΠSB

l (e), so
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θSB < θ̂(e, e). Finally, if Condition 1 holds only for some θ ∈
[
θ̃, θ̂(e, e)

]
, then a fortiori

θSB ∈
(
θ̃, θ̂(e, e)

]
.

Part (b): To prove the if part, suppose that fh

(
ē, θFB

)
− fl(e) > Ch

(
ē, θFB

)
. Together

with Condition 2 this implies that fh

(
ē, θFB

)
−fh(e, θ

FB) > Ch

(
ē, θFB

)
, so Condition 1

holds at θFB and the maximized second-best profit is ΠSB
h (ē, θFB) > ΠSB

l (e). By

continuity, θSB < θFB.

To prove the only if part, suppose θSB < θFB. By definition at the second-best thresh-

old ΠSB
h (ē, θSB) ≥ fl(e). The next steps show that ΠSB

h (ē, θ) is increasing in θ for

θ ∈ [θSB, θFB], so that ΠSB
h (ē, θFB) > fl(e), and that fl(e) > fh(e, θ

FB). Together

this then yields Condition 3. We first show the last part: Condition 2 implies that

θFB < θ̂(e, e) so fl(e) > fh(e, θ) for θ ∈ [θSB, θFB]. Next we prove that the profit

strictly increases at θSB. From the previous step and ΠSB
h (ē, θSB) ≥ fl(e) it follows

that ΠSB
h (ē, θSB) > fh(e, θ

SB), which is equivalent to Condition 1 at θSB. By Lemma 1

ΠSB
h θ (ē, θSB) > 0. Now we can show in the last step that the profit never falls back to or

below fl(el) over the relevant range. By way of contradiction, suppose that there exist

values θn ∈ (θSB, θFB] for which ΠSB
h (ē, θn) = fl(e), and let θ1 denote the smallest of

these. Because ΠSB
h (ē, θSB) ≥ fl(e) and ΠSB

h θ (ē, θSB) > 0 it follows that ΠSB
h θ (ē, θ1) < 0.

This however implies that Condition 1 is violated at θ1, i.e. ΠSB
h (ē, θ1) < fh(e, θ1), which

leads to a contradiction because fl(e) > fh(e, θ1).

Proof of Corollary 1.

Part 1 follows from Proposition 1 and Part 2 (a) follows from Proposition 2 (b) because

θFB = θ̂(ē, ē), and high effort is implemented for those placed in job h. Part 2 (b): When

Condition 3 is violated θFB ≤ θSB, where θSB denotes the lowest threshold for assigning

the agent to the high ability job. Hence, two cases need to be considered. Suppose first

that θFB ≤ θSB < θ̂(e, e). Here ΠSB
h (e, θ) = fh(e, θ) < fl(e) = ΠSB

l (e). So if the agent is

assigned to job h it must be that eSB
h (θ) = ē. The Peter Principle does not arise because

fh(ē, θ) > fl(ē). If the agent is assigned to job l he exerts effort e and fl(e, θ) > fh(e).

Suppose now that θSB ≥ θ̂(e, e). Then the agent is always assigned to job h, either with

effort e or ē, and we have fh(e, θ) ≥ fl(e) for e ∈ {e, ē}.

B Continuous effort model

Model

Expected outputs in jobs l and h are fl(e, θ) = α e and fh(e, θ) = max {α e θ − k, 0},
respectively. The cost of effort is c(e) = e2/2. Below we use the following parametrization

to guarantee proper probability distribution functions (i.e. fj(e, θ) ∈ [0, 1]) and to avoid
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corner solutions: θ ∈
[

1
2
, 2

]
, e ∈ [0, 1], α = 1/2, and 0 < k < 1/16. This implies that

fh(e, θ) ∈ [0, 3/4] and fl(e, θ) ∈ [0, 1− k].

First Best

The efficient effort level given θ solves maxe fj(e, θ) − c(e). For job l this yields

eFB
l = α = 1/2 and for job h we have eFB

h (θ) = α θ = θ/2. Hence, expected profits

are: ΠFB
l = α2

2
and ΠFB

h (θ) = α2θ2

2
− k. Setting profits equal and solving for θ gives us

the efficient threshold: θFB ≡
√

1+2 k
α2 =

√
1 + 8 k.

Second Best

To implement effort e in job j the wage after success must be set at w̄j(e, θ) = ce(e)
fj e(e,θ)

,

where subscript e denotes the partial derivative with respect to effort. This yields

w̄l(e) = e
α

= 2 e and w̄h(e, θ) = e
α θ

= 2 e/θ. Denote the expected cost of implementing

effort in job j by Cj(e, θ) = fj(e, θ) w̄j(e, θ).

Maximizing the principal’s expected profit fj(e, θ) − Cj(e, θ) over e gives the second-

best effort level for a type-θ agent. In job h this yields eSB
h (θ) = α2 θ2+k

2 α θ
= θ2+4 k

4 θ
and in

job l we have eSB
l = α/2 = 1/4. These are exactly half the efficient effort levels if k = 0;

otherwise, eSB
h (θ) =

eFB
l (θ)

2
+ k

θ
. Expected profits are:

Πl = fl

(
eSB

l

)
− Cl

(
eSB

l

)
=

α2

4
=

1

16
,

Πh(θ) = fh

(
eSB

h (θ), θ
)
− Ch

(
eSB

h (θ), θ
)

=
(α2 θ2 − k)

2

4 α2 θ2
=

(θ2 − 4 k)
2

16 θ2
.

Subtracting gives

Πl − Πh(θ) =
[k − α2 θ (1 + θ)] [k + α2 θ (1− θ)]

4 α2 θ
=

[4 k − θ (1 + θ)] [4 k + θ (1− θ)]

16 θ2
.

Setting this equal to zero, we obtain the second-best threshold for assigning an agent to

job h: θSB ≡ 1+
√

1+16 k
2

. For the range of parameter values allowed, there are no corner

solutions; and the other roots of the equation above are irrelevant.

We now prove formally the remaining results discussed in the text:

Promotion threshold θSB < θFB for k > 0:

By way of contradiction, suppose θFB ≤ θSB ⇔
√

1 + 8 k ≤ 1+
√

1+16 k
2

⇒ 2
√

1 + 8 k ≤
1 +

√
1 + 16 k ⇒ 4 + 32 k > 2 + 2

√
1 + 16 k + 16 k ⇒ 1 + 16 k + 64 k2 ≤ 1 + 16 k,

yielding a contradiction for k > 0.

Expected output:

For an agent placed in job h, the expected output is higher than it would have been if he
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were instead assigned to job l (with the second-best effort level for the respective job).

At θSB there is an upward jump in expected output:

fh

(
eSB

h

(
θSB

)
, θSB

)
− fl

(
eSB

l

)
=

α
(√

α2 + 4 k − α
)

4
> 0.

This difference is increasing in θ, so the relation also holds for all θ > θSB:

fh

(
eSB

h (θ) , θ
)
− fl

(
eSB

l

)
= α2 (θ2−1)−k

2
= θ2−1−4 k

8
,

∂
∂ θ

{
fh

(
eSB

h (θ) , θ
)
− fl

(
eSB

l

)}
= α2 θ > 0.

The Peter Principle:

Keeping effort constant at the second-best level for job h, the expected output for an

agent with ability θSB placed in job h is lower than it would have been if he were instead

assigned to job l:

fh

(
eSB

h

(
θSB

)
, θSB

)
− fl

(
eSB

h

(
θSB

))
=

−8 k α

8
(
α +

√
α2 + 4 k

) =
−32 k

32
(
1 +

√
1 + 16 k

) < 0.

Effort eSB
h (θ) > eSB

l for θ > θSB:

At θSB there is an upward jump in effort: eSB
h

(
θSB

)
−eSB

l = 2 k
α+
√

α2+4 k
= 4 k

1+
√

1+16 k
. The

effort in job h is increasing in θ: d
d θ

eSB
h (θ) = 1

4
− k

θ2 > 0 for the admissible parameter

values.

Expected earnings:

For an agent assigned to job h, expected earnings are higher than they would have been

when remaining in job l. We prove this indirectly by combining the result that the success

probability is higher (see above) and that the wage after success is higher, as we now

show. At θSB there is an upward jump in the wage after success: w̄h

(
eSB

h

(
θSB

)
, θSB

)
−

w̄l

(
eSB

l

)
= 8 k

(1+
√

1+8 k)
2 . The difference in wages following success across jobs is increasing

in θ, so this is true for all θ > θSB:

w̄h

(
eSB

h (θ) , θ
)
− w̄l

(
eSB

l

)
= θ2 (θ−1)−16 k

16 θ2 ,

∂
∂ θ

{
w̄h

(
eSB

h (θ) , θ
)
− w̄l

(
eSB

l

)}
= θ4+16 k

8 θ3 > 0.

Expected utility:

The expected utility close to the threshold θSB is lower in job h than if the agent

could remain in job l: EUh

(
eSB

h

(
θSB

)
, θSB

)
− EUl

(
eSB

l

)
= −128 k2. The difference in

expected utilities across jobs is increasing in θ:

∂

∂ θ

{
EUh

(
eSB

h (θ) , θ
)
− EUl

(
eSB

l

)}
=

θ4 + 48 k2

16 θ3
> 0.
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